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ABSTRACT 

In order to identify the correlation between the health hazards and the presence of a garbage mountain 

which is almost 0.03% of the entire Ahmedabad area, mapping was conducted using health surveys 

and patterns were analyzed. The Pirana dumpyard has been in the area from past 35 years but it has 

now touched heights up to 75 feet which is a condition of near collapse. The physical collapse is not as 

dangerous as the long term damage done by the chemicals which are getting accumulated in the soil 

due to leaching. It is directly diffusing with the ground water and affecting the health of various people 

living the vicinity. It was also seen how the distance from the mountain to the place of residence 

showed an increased medical visits and presence of long term diseases. Therefore it was important to 

compare the chemicals of the soil and its effect on the health of community members using surveys. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Pirana dumpyard is 75 feet high and has nearly 70 lakh metric tonnes of garbage. Fires are 
frequent at Pirana and it takes thousands of litres of water to put down a fire as water penetrates slowly 
through the thick garbage mountains and operations cannot be stopped unless the fire dies down 
completely. Materials mostly found in the Pirana landfill are rubber, plastics, synthetics and discarded 
parts of mobile phones, electronics and other non-biodegradable items. Further, trapped methane gas 
below the garbage dump adds fuel to the fire, increasing its intensity. 

The garbage shaped mountains make the occurrence of fires more frequent and difficult to put out. Due 
to lack of space in the landfill, the garbage is not spread out evenly and is dumped near the 
existing garbage mountains. The fumes emerging out of the fire are severely toxic in nature. Methane 
and carbon dioxide are the main gases in these toxic fumes. Daily visitors at Pirana, as well as the 
residents who have made the landfill site their home for several years are the worst sufferers as toxic 
fumes as lung and cardiac disease are common among Pirana residents. 
 
We are students from 7th grade from Brighton English School and we are doing a project called City as 
Lab project. In CAL we have to make our city as a lab and have to find a problem which is affecting 
thousands of people and start researching on it. We are researching about  Comparative chemical 
study of soil near the Pirana garbage dumpyard and its effect on the health of community people we 
initially started with a Research Question “What are the levels of chemical compounds present in the 
soil due to the garbage mountain”, we collaborated with Pandit Deendayal Petroleum University for our 
technical support. To take it further we analyzed data through our surveys and mapped the pattern to 
the proximity with the garbage mountain. 

One resolution paper was signed by 2000 people for removing the garbage mountain. Our purpose of 
doing is that we want to know what the levels of chemical are accumulated in the soil of the place 
around by the garbage mountain. We also want to solve the problem of our community which all occurs 
because garbage mountain.  
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Source: Environmental monitoring and assessment, 141(1-3), 309-321 

 

Currently Pirana is at the second largest landfill of the state and it is spreading. It is covering lots of 
area now it is coming towards the community. There are walls have been established around the 
garbage mountain to safe guard it but people break it.   

 

  

 

 

 

Fig 3: Picture of the garbage mountain Fig 4: Google map image of the garbage 

mountain 
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HYPOTHESIS 

We think there are chemical compounds present in the soil due to the garbage mountain which are 
affecting the health of our community by means of ground water. The community which is not educated 
and lives very near to the mountain is severely effected in terms of physical health. It will affect the 
quality of water underground, decrease the fertility of soil because it generates a lot of toxic gases like 
carbon dioxide which will form acid rain, which will further percolates in the soil along with the chemical 
compounds which pollutes the water and makes it toxic. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

Our RQ is the level of chemical compound accumulated in the soil in the recent year from the Pirana 

dumpyard. First of all when we started we share our problems and most of the problems came around 

the GM means Garbage Mountains. Then we think about how it is becoming problems for us. From the 

data we get to know that chemical, burning of garbage, unwanted gasses were such a big problem but 

it was hard to decide so we start giving marks on a scale to each problem.  

Before it, we made a mind map of all the problems. Then the chemical was the most relevant problem 

to our community which we decided. So we started mind mapping of the problem. Then we wrote our 

hypothesis. Then we read newspaper to get data of Pirana dump yard. And we went on GM so many 

times. Finally we did an exercise under our design thinking model i.e., Glad, Mad and Sad by making a 

map of our community.                                                                      

We used Google maps to divide our community into certain strata and divided the area into zones 

(zoning) to understand the effects on people. We made health surveys so that we can know that in 1 

month how many times in this area people have diseases. We asked question like how many time they 

fall sick .How long they are living here and how many feet the boring level is to see the chemical level. 

You can find a sample here. 
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DATA COLLECTION 

We collaborated with FD Juhapura School to conduct pH of the soil because PDPU is very far in 

Gandhinagar. He used a pH meter tells the acidity of the soil. The soil samples were collected from the 

dumping sites using a shovel and collected in polythene bags and labelled. We added one part of soil 

to 5 parts of water 

Distance of Soil Sample from the Garbage 

Mountain 

 

1. 0.5 meters 8.86 

2. 1 meters 8.87 

3. 5 meters 8.4 

4. 10 meters 8.51 

5. 100 meter 8.4 

 

We also referred to the earlier study conducted by PDPU in the area in 2007 to our data: 
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DATA ANALYSIS 

Geographical Analysis of people who participated in the survey. 

 

Frequency of going to clinic by people living 

under 1 km  

 

Frequency of going to clinic by people living 

more than 5 km away 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Analysis of the duration of exposure: 
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Frequency of people going to clinic who are 

living for less than 5 years 

Frequency of people going to clinic who are 

living for more than 5 years 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ANALYSIS AS PER WORK ENVIRONMENT (FREQUENCY OF VISITING CLINICS) 
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DAILY WAGE WORKERS 

 

GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES

 

BUSINESS PRIVATE 

 

ANALYSIS OF MAJOR DISEASES 
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RESULTS AND MAPPINGS 

1. More than 53% of the people who are living within one kilometer from the garbage dumpyard goes to 

clinic around 3-5 times in a month compared to those living farther than 5kms, who goes to any medical 

clinic which is just 11%.  This shows us that people is the direct vicinity are the most affected. 

2. The frequency of people visiting clinic is double (12%) for people living near the dumpyard for more 

than 5 years which is just 6% for people living here less than that. This is specific to visits in category of 

6-10 visits in a month. For people the duration of exposure has a strong effect on their heath. More the 

exposure more is their visit to clinics for medical reasons. 

3. Frequency of people who work in government 42.9% (3-5 times) go to clinic and. Frequency of 

people who work in Daily wage 66.7% time go to clinic (3-5 times). This shows that people who are 
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working as labour’s and not aware about themselves are severely affected than the people with better 

employment. 

4. From 2007 to 2019 the pH of soil has changed from an average of 8.3 to 8.9 due to the high amount 

of garbage being dumoed. 
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APPENDIX : SURVEY FORM 
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